Introduction
This paper is an expanded version of a talk with the same title given at the Logic Colloquium in Haifa in August, 1995 . A year later, at the time of writing these lines, one of the papers, [M2] , on which the talk was based has appeared in print. The present paper is, primarily, a somewhat philosophical introduction to the research monograph [M3] , the other source of the talk. For understanding the story, it is necessary to keep the contents of [M2] in view; some of [M2] will be recapitulated here. The paper is written for readers with at least a slight familiarity with Category Theory. At certain points, we make remarks referring to more advanced notions; however, the understanding of these is not essential for the main part of the paper.
Some more remarks on the background.
In the abstract for the Haifa talk, another, related development, the material of the papers [Ml] , was mentioned. In the talk itself, there was no time to enter the subject of sketches. Because of similar considerations of space, sketches will not be discussed in this paper either.
Higher dimensional categories played an important, albeit somewhat hypothetical, role in the talk. They were intended to form the universe of the proposed foundation of the title; on the other hand, their very definition had not yet been given in arbitrary dimensions. In the meantime, a breakthrough has taken place; John Baez and James Dolan proposed (see [BD2] ), in a somewhat sketchy form, a definition for the concept of "weak n -category", for all natural numbers. I believe that the Baez/Dolan definition is indeed satisfactory. In particular, I think that their "weak n-categories" should, collectively for all n and endowed with a suitable attendant structure connecting them to each other, be adopted as forming the universe of the new foundation I am envisaging. Besides, the Baez/Dolan definition also contains very interesting conceptual innovations that make it striking and illuminating even when specialized to the otherwise wellknown case of n = 2! On the other hand, the Baez/Dolan proposal is not the end of the work of even giving the definition of the basic concepts surrounding The author's research is supported by NSERC Canada and FCAR Quebec 154 higher dimensional categories, as the authors themselves emphasize in loc.cit. It turns out that the ideas surveyed in the present paper are useful in dealing with the remaining problems concerning higher dimensional categories, and in giving new insights into their structure; I refer to the work [M4] in progress for these matters.
The ideas presented here are related to the so-called structuralist position in the Foundations of Mathematics. P. BenacerafΓs paper [Benl] expresses views that have substantially influenced mine. However, as far as I am aware, the philosophical literature does not contain studies relating Category Theory to the structuralist position, despite some rather obvious points of contact.
From the philosophical point of view, it would be interesting the expand the inquiry, and probe the metaphysics of everyday objects, a multitude of which embody elements of abstraction one is used to in Mathematics. I will refrain from doing so here, but I refer to the paper [M5] (in preparation) for such a discussion.
A final general remark. In this paper, I am interested in the metatheory of an, admittedly incomplete, foundational system. For the purposes of this metatheory, I use all available tools, including ordinary Set Theory.
The universe and the language
I am going to call the intended new foundation the Structuralist Foundation of Abstract Mathematics, SFAM for short. Before anything else, let me emphasize that SFAM is not completed; later, Γll point to the main missing elements.
I consider SFAM as the result of thinking through, and making explicit, a foundational position behind Abstract Mathematics. I regard Category Theory to be an expression of this position. By Abstract Mathematics, I mean the mathematics of (abstract) structures, such as groups, rings, topological spaces, and in a more advanced vein, e.g., algebraic varieties in Grothendieck's sense.
Category Theory is often seen as a (mere) language for Abstract Mathematics. If we disregard the parenthetical and derogatory "mere", I find that there is much to be said for this view. Indeed, Category Theory and Mathematical Logic are concerned with the language of Mathematics in fundamentally analogous ways.
For one thing, they both have a discernible syntax. In Mathematical Logic, the imperative of providing a totally explicit syntax originates with G. Frege, who established the precise meaning of, and also the possibility of meeting, this imperative. He, and others, developed the languages of various formal axiomatic systems for mathematics. I consider First Order Logic, an all-purpose general language, to be the principal result of these efforts. On the other hand, the overall achievement of Mathematical Logic in clarifying what the qualities of the syntax of a satisfactory foundation should be, and in providing a metatheory of syntax, has, I believe, acquired a universal validity, and it cannot be ignored in any foundational inquiry. SFAM is no exception. The conclusion is that the syntax of SFAM should be approachable in an objective way, without having to adopt ontological commitments implicit in SFAM.
Historically, Category Theory has not been concerned with making its syntax explicit to a similar extent. At the basis of Category Theory, we find diagram manipulation as an informal but nevertheless distinct "language". P. Freyd's [F] , written out more explicitly in [FS] , is an early formalization of a combination of diagram manipulation with ordinary First Order Logic. My work in [Ml] aims at pure diagram manipulation, without explicit utilization of connectives or quantifiers. E.g., "doing mathematics inside a topos" is, in my view, the same as applying the formalized diagram manipulation of loc.cit. (via (generalized) 'sketches' as basic syntactical units) to the particular setting of (elementary) toposes (topos theory is, of course, something much more comprehensive; it is the mathematics of toposes). The last fact should be seen as evidence of the power of pure diagram manipulation as a language; note that "doing mathematics inside a topos (with a Natural Numbers Object)" is roughly the same as doing formalized higher order number theory (analysis) (compare [LS] ).
First Order Logic with Dependent Sorts (FOLDS), one of the two main themes of this paper, is the result of a search for an "all-purpose" language an applied version of which can be used for SFAM. FOLDS can be seen as a generalization and development of Freyd's [F] ; see also [Bl] .
Both Mathematical Logic and Category Theory intend to be global approaches to the foundations of mathematics. The Zermelo-Fraenkel formal system of settheory (ZFC), along with its variants, is nowadays almost universally accepted as a global foundation of mathematics; every legitimate piece of mathematics is supposed to be, and as a rule, is, formalizable in ZFC. Category Theory, on the other hand, does not have a closed codification such as ZFC. The globalist character of Category Theory is revealed in its tendency to provide more and more comprehensive notions of "category". The reform through a revision of some concepts, and the extension to achieve a degree of completeness, of the existing framework constitute the other main theme of this paper.
The standard ZFC foundation possesses two prominent features: on the one hand, the intuitive appeal and clarity of its universe of discourse, the universe of (von-Neumann) pure (or regular) sets, and on the other hand, the transparency and simplicity of its language, (applied) first order logic. While Category Theory is governed by compelling concepts and intuitions, sometimes sharply at variance with the standard foundation, it does not provide clear-cut answers to the questions "what is the universe and what is the language of abstract mathematics?" The present paper tries to give partial answers to those questions in the spirit of Category Theory.
This fact is part of the explanation of why the adjective "structuralist" appears in the name of SFAM; already sets are a certain kind of structure, and other concepts of totality will be increasingly complex structures. I take it to be a tenet of structuralism that everything accessible to rational inquiry is a structure; the conceptual world consists of structures.
Another fact about sets concerns the membership predicate. In fact, in SFAM, it is not a full-fledged predicate. It is not meaningful, that is, not grammatical, to write x £ a for a set α, and an arbitrary variable x. In other words, it is not meaningful to ask, for a set α and an arbitrary thing x, whether or not x is an element of α. Rather, a set α is a type, and a variable x may be declared to be of type α. "x £ α" will not be a predicate subject to free manipulation with the connectives and quantifiers as full-fledged predicates will be; for instance, we will never write -1(2; £ α). The statement "x £ α" will have the role of defining contexts of variables, in the style of P. Martin-Lόf [M-L] and Cartmell [C] . Thus, SFAM is a type theory, the difference to ordinary (unramified, simple, Russell-Ramsay) type-theory is that types are variable; more precisely, they (may) depend on variables.
Thus in SFAM, both equality and membership are denied the free reign they enjoyed in the standard foundation.
In SFAM, we will adhere to a very strict idea of "type". An entity belonging to a type cannot be discussed without reference to the type; the type logically precedes the entity, and the type is inseparable from the entity.
As we said, a set is a type; actually, for a set α, we have the type E(α) of its elements. The type E(α) a dependent type, has the invariable element E , and the variable element a in it. When a variable x is declared to be of type E(α), in symbols x: E(α), which is synonymous with x £ α, the relationship established between x and α is completely rigid, or invariable. For instance, it will not be possible for a variable to be of two types that are different syntactically. (This is in contrast to [M-L] and [C] ; see also below). What we just said is the syntactical counterpart of the metaphysical intuition that an element of a set may enter into relationships with other things only as an element of the set, only through the set itself.
The above example E(α) of a dependent type is only one of an infinite number of such types in SFAM.
Dependent types are well-known from P. Martin-Lόf's work [M-L] . See also J. Cartmell [C] that pertains, similarly to SFAM, to an essentially first-order framework, albeit without quantifiers. However, both the philosophy and the actual syntax of dependent types I am proposing to use for SFAM differ from those in the cited sources. I have not been able to find in the literature views on types that accord in all the essentials with the views I am advocating here.
Note that the character of a set as "type" in the way described above is, at first sight, at variance with the idea behind the comprehension principle of Set Theory. In that principle, we have, in the first place, certain entities, of a certain arbitrary type, say, and in the second place, we form a set whose elements are the given entities. This would mean, in our context, attributing a new type, namely E(α) for the set a thus "comprehended", to entities of an already established type. This, directly at least, is not allowed in SFAM. Instead, we will have a somewhat elaborate "relational structure" connecting the entities of type E(α) with the original entities. This structure will also reflect our specific way of dealing with equality.
As a result, comprehension, although possible, is much less "cheap" in SFAM than in Set Theory. This is not such a bad thing, considering the treacherous nature of (unrestricted) comprehension, trivial-looking instances of which lead to contradictions (Russell's paradox). While axiomatic Set Theory is based on one selection of instances of (unrestricted) comprehension, ones that are "Cantorian", or fit the "limitation of size" doctrine (see [H] ), SFAM will be based on another selection of instances, including ones that (or rather, whose direct counterparts) are not admissible in Set Theory. SFAM is envisaged to be a "nonCantorian" theory of totalities. The actual laying down of a reasonably complete set of axioms of SFAM awaits future work.
In Abstract Mathematics, we find the intuitive idea of abstract set, one whose elements are characterless, nevertheless distinct, points. An "abstract" structure is one whose underlying set is an abstract set. An "abstract" group is given by an abstract set A, and by a binary operation on A, assumed to satisfy certain conditions, the group axioms. The elements of the group, which are mere points to begin with, enter into meaningful relations via the equality predicate of the underlying set and the group-operation, which is a function of the form A x A -> A.
The sets of SFAM are abstract sets in the above intuitive sense. But then, one might object that in Mathematics, even in Abstract Mathematics, we also need "non-abstract" structures, ones whose underlying sets are not abstract sets. For instance, we want to consider the group of automorphisms of a given structure; the elements of this group are certainly not characterless points.
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The answer to this is that in the group of automorphisms, the elements are characterless surrogates of the automorphisms, rather than the automorphisms themselves. There is an additional structure ensuring the presence of a relation which establishes a bijection between the automorphisms and the characterless points. It is as if we had abstracted away from the concrete nature of the automorphisms to get the elements of the group.
The reader who is familiar with mathematics done in a topos will recognize that, in fact, in a topos all objects behave like abstract sets. For instance, the categorical product of two objects, which corresponds to the idea of the Cartesian product of two sets, is just another object, equipped with the two projection maps; the complex of the three objects and two arrows involved have a so-called universal property characteristic of products (see [ML] ). In the "topos of abstract sets", the product-set, instead of having the ordered pairs (α,6) with a and 6 elements of the two sets we began with, has elements that are characterless points; however, the projection maps together with the universal property characteristic of products ensure that those elements are in fact in a "structural", built-in bijection with the said ordered pairs. The way the topos structure deals with specifying the powerset of an abstract set is similar; the powerset is just another abstract set, but there are "structure maps" around ensuring that its elements are in a bijection with the subsets of the given set. Note that the universal properties alluded to are statements formulated by the use of quantifiers in the first-order language of the category; they express a relation of the arrows involved in the product or in the powerset to the totality of all arrows in the category. Thus the "internal" structure of the Cartesian product given by the fact that its elements are suitable ordered pairs is replaced by an "external" relation of the product set and the projections to other sets and functions; a similar thing can be said concerning the powerset.
In a topos, it is possible to construct the group of automorphisms of a structure (e.g., field) in the topos. This will be an abstract group; however, the construction will provide an accompanying structure of various maps giving a faithful representation of the fact that the elements are in a bijective relation with the automorphisms of the structure, and that under this relation, the group-operation corresponds to composition of automorphisms.
On the other hand, the regular (well-founded) sets of ZFC set-theory are concrete sets. A regular set has elements that are themselves are regular sets. A regular set is individuated by its elements, rather than the other way around as with abstract sets. Each element x of a regular set A is individuated 'completely' by the membership relation, and by the equality relation deduced from it, without reference to A. The well-founded nature of the membership relation ensures that the determination of x is indeed independent of A. Each regular set x can be uniquely picked out from the totality of all regular sets by structural properties alone, indeed by referring only to elements of x, to elements of the elements of x, and so on, through the transitive closure of x. In particular, the structured 159 totality of regular sets has no non-trivial automorphism. In a way, regular sets are at an opposite end from being "abstract" they are "concrete" .
Here is an illustration how Abstract Mathematics gets into conflict with "concrete sets". Consider a hypothetical book on group theory, for instance, and suppose we had something like the following in it. "Let G and H be arbitrary groups, and consider the intersection X of their underlying sets", after which a construction involving the data mentioned, in particular the set X, is described. I am sure everyone used to group-theory should be taken aback by such a passage. One would say that what the common elements of the groups are is purely incidental to the essence of the groups, and thus the datum of the intersection X can have no significant role in a mathematically meaningful construction based on the given groups G and H . Now, the intersection of two sets is a typical operation on sets that is meaningful only under the free reign of an (untyped) membership relation, but not for abstract sets. In a more advanced manner, we would say that the proposed construction is very likely not going to be invariant under isomorphism of groups; we take up this point later.
When one is told, as in Mathematics explicitly based on Set Theory one is, that "the underlying sets of structures are regular sets" , one may acquiesce in that view on the basis that it is necessary (one is told) for having a consistent foundation. But one will feel that the original intuitions of Abstract Mathematics have been altered.
Functions, categories and isomorphisms.
The usual kind of equality of sets is not meaningful in SFAM. That equality, defined through extensionality, relies on the untyped (free-reigning) membership relation, or alternatively, on the untyped equality relation of all things, neither of which is available in SFAM. (We may put the "definition" of equality of sets in two ways:
(In the first form, the untyped £, in the second, the untyped = appear.)
The upshot is that we do not have available a set of sets; sets do not form a set (not, in this instance, for size considerations, but rather, because of the lack of an available equality of sets). Rather, sets will form a new type of totality: a category.
What connects sets is functions. Functions are a new kind of entity; for any sets X and Y, we have the idea of a function from X to Y . We write / : X -> Y for "/ is a function from X to Y", i.e., "/ is a function with domain equal to X, and range included in Y". "Function" is a primitive concept in SFAM, 160 unlike "function" in the standard foundation. A further primitive is composition of (composable) functions, making sets and functions into a category in the usual sense. Below, in section 8, we will see the exact type-theoretic treatment of the concept of category that is adopted in SFAM.
(I do not see any a priori justification why we must have, e.g., functions as primitives. For instance, we could take instead relations, a generalization of function. However, when doing so we end up with essentially the same theory. The Category of Sets as sets-and-functions and the "Category" of Sets as setsand-relations are interdefmable. On the other hand, there are a posteriori justifications for preferring functions over relations; the theory is nicer with functions than with relations. We have to consider it a genuine discovery that the "right" structure of sets is the category of sets. This discovery is due to F. W. Lawvere; it culminates in the concept of the Lawvere-Tierney concept of (elementary) topos [J] , [MM] .)
Set, the category of sets (and functions) gives rise to many further categories, such as the category of groups, that of topological spaces, etc. In the General Algebra of structures (("universal") algebras, relational structures, topological structures, etc.), the categories of those structures are nowadays recognized to play a basic, albeit possibly "trivial" role, the role of a "mere language". In [M6] , I tried to show that the exposition of an algebraic version of propositional logic, involving as it does Boolean algebras, Hey ting algebras, etc., is considerably enlightened by the systematic use of the categories of the various kinds of structure involved. In general, I subscribe to the view that General Algebra requires Category Theory.
In any category, we have the notion of isomorphism. An isomorphism of objects / X and Y is a pair of arrows X <-Y such that gf = lχ and fg = lγ (Note 9 that we have equality of arrows here. Let us note that equality will be allowed only for arrows with the same domain and the same codomain. For more details on the SFAM notion of "category", see section 8).
A single arrow X ->• Y is called an isomorphism (or if necessary, an isomorphism arrow) if there is a (necessarily unique) g making the pair (/, g) an isomorphism. We say that X and Y are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism between them. Note that the isomorphism arrows in a given category form another category, called the underlying groupoid of the given category (in a groupoid, every arrow is an isomorphism). The usual concepts of isomorphism for various mathematical structures ("homeomorphism" for topological spaces, for instance) are the same as isomorphism in the respective categories.
One of the first intuitions of Abstract Mathematics is that two isomorphic structures are, essentially, the same. SFAM adopts isomorphism of objects in a category (in particular, isomorphism, that is, equipollence, of sets) to play the role of equality for those objects, in the sense that (Principle of Isomorphism) all grammatically correct properties of objects of a fixed category are to be invariant under isomorphism.
Here, a property P(Y) of the variable object Y in a given category is invariant under isomorphism if P(Y) and Z = Y imply P(Z).
The just-stated principle is the analog, formulated for isomorphism in place of ordinary equality, of Leibniz's indiscernibility of identicals, the usual axiom of equality that allows to substitute any thing by any other thing equal to it. At this point, when I am not presenting a closed codification of SFAM, the Principle of Isomorphism appears as a requirement on the language of SFAM. Of course, the principle restricts the possible expressions allowed in SFAM. In particular, "ordinary" equality of objects (in particular, "ordinary" equality of sets) is immediately disallowed in SFAM, since for a fixed object X, the predicate Y = X of the variable Y is, obviously, (usually) not invariant under isomorphism.
The last-stated consequence of the Principle of Isomorphism is an expression of a wide-spread understanding in Category Theory that excludes equality of objects in a category from meaningful concept-formation. But more positively, the Principle of Isomorphism itself appears to be a generally accepted idea in Abstract Mathematics. We say things like these:
"two groups that are isomorphic share all structural properties; they are structurally indistinguishable" "(abstract) group theory studies only structural properties of groups, ones that are invariant under isomorphism".
The basic character of the Principle of Isomorphism is that of a constraint on the language of Abstract Mathematics; a welcome one, since it provides for the separation of sense from nonsense. But the fact that isomorphism is the real equality in Abstract Mathematics is also an experience. E.g., the structure theorems of the subject essentially always assert the isomorphism, often by "canonically given" isomorphism mappings, of a "source" structure to a "target" structure, the latter possessing a specific description; one almost never finds the equality in the sense of underlying set theory of those two structures asserted.
The aim of SFAM is to have a self-contained language in which only structural properties of, say, groups can be formulated.
Let us note that in the practice of Category Theory, we usually expect that all meaningful properties of an object in a fixed category are invariant under isomorphism.
Some more remarks on isomorphism as equality. Unlike ordinary equality, isomorphism as a relation between objects is not a primitive notion; it is derived, 162 by logical means, from the primitives of the concept of category. Indeed, we may say that the individuation of objects does not happen through the relation of isomorphism, but rather, by the total structure of isomorphism arrows, the underlying groupoid of the category. Because of this, the Principle of Isomorphism as stated above is the tip of an iceberg; it does not describe fully what is going on.
As it happens, in category-theoretic concept-formation (such as "monoidal category", for instance), it is never the relation of isomorphism (of the objects A <g> (B ® C) and (A ® B) 0 (7, for instance) that appears directly; rather, we pick out "canonical" isomorphism arrows (for instance, the associativity isomor-
that we incorporate into the concept as part of the data.
As a further example, consider the fact that the construction of the direct product G x H of groups is invariant under isomorphism. This, in actual fact, says more than what the above formulation of the Principle of Isomorphism states; it is more than just saying that if G = G' and
lso contains the fact that any pair of automorphisms g :
The structure of individuation of objects in a category (in particular, that of sets) is something more elaborate than a mere primitive relation.
Probably this is a good place to remark that Abstract Mathematics is not so much a restricted part of Mathematics, the one dealing with abstract structures, as a specific way of looking at all that is mathematical. The natural numbers are indispensable in any mathematics, abstract or concrete. Now, the view of SFAM of the natural numbers is that they are the elements of any structure of the form (TV, 0 G TV, S : TV ->• TV) that is an initial object in the category of all structures of the said form (this is what is called the (Lawvere) Natural Numbers Object; it is the same, under a certain amount of set theory, as a model of the (categorical) second order Peano Axioms). Any object isomorphic to an initial object is again one; the concept of Natural Numbers Object is invariant under isomorphism. In SFAM, certainly there is no uniquely determined totality of all natural numbers; and the names "one", "two", ... do not name absolutely fixed entities. P. Benaceraff of [Benl] should approve of SFAM's dealing with the natural numbers, although Benaceraff of [Ben2] may not.
A revision of category theory
We are facing the question of the totality of all categories. What kind of totality is this? It cannot be a category itself. The argument for this is similar to the one we saw above concerning why sets do not form a set. More specifically, the concept of an isomorphism between two categories is clearly seen to involve the idea 163 of equality of objects; how would one otherwise formulate the 1-1 character of the isomorphism? Therefore, categories cannot be isomorphic; as a consequence, they cannot be objects of a category.
As we expect from the progression from the sets as totalities with equality to categories, the kind of totality categories form will be a more complicated version of category; in fact, it will be a "2-dimensional category" of a certain kind. But before we get to the general notion of "2-dimensional category", we need the particular ingredients of the "2-dimensional category" of categories. And now we find a surprise.
The classical concept of morphism of categories is functor. Categories, functors, together with natural transformations, endowed with several composition operations, form the classical 2-category Cat of categories (at the moment, we are ignoring size considerations); see [ML] . However, upon inspection, the concept of "functor" turns out to be deficient from the point of view of SFAM.
A functor, as a function assigning (among others) a definite value-object to an argument-object, is involved with equality of objects, via the requirement that the value-object be uniquely determined. In a more positive manner, we should have, according to the Principle of Isomorphism stated above, that (*) for a "functor" F : X -> A, and an object X G X, if A is a value of F at X, and B is another object of A isomorphic to A, B = A, then B too is a value of Fat X.
Of course, functors will not satisfy this requirement. The notions of "anafunctor", and "saturated anafunctor", are introduced to deal with the problem.
Here are some definitions, made in ordinary Set Theory, for the sake of definiteness. Let X, A be categories. An anafunctor F : X -^-> A is given by data as in (i) and (ii):
The data are required to satisfy conditions (iii) to (v):
Although at the time of working on [M2] I did not know about the fact, G. M. Kelly [K] had already defined the notion that I call anafunctor, in a brief passage, as a side remark. He did not name it, but he characterized the concept as a description of a common situation in which one, seemingly possessing all the data needed, wants to define a functor, but in which, for the specification of the functor, one still needs to make arbitrary choices that usually require the axiom of choice. What I do in [M2] , and Kelly did not do, is develop the theory of anafunctors, and thereby demonstrate that one does not have to make those arbitrary choices, and that one can live with anafunctors in place of functors. The result is a category theory which is more "canonical" than the the usual one. In technical terms, when using anafunctors, to a large extent one can avoid the use, ubiquitous in the usual theory, of the Axiom of Choice.
Let me emphasize that [M2] is developed in ordinary Gδdel-Bernays set-theory, mostly without the Axiom of Choice, but at any rate, with a careful keeping track of the uses of choice, and even of the principle of the excluded middle (which is regarded, after R. Diaconescu [D] , a particular case of Choice). In SFAM proper, the problem with functors is bound to be graver, and the need for something like anafunctors greater, since the kind of choice we need, Global Choice, cannot even be meaningfully stated in SFAM. The reason is precisely the lack of equality on the entities, objects in a category, among which we want to make unique choices. In contrast, the local, (set-)version of choice remains perfectly meaningful in SFAM.
Whereas the anafunctors are more general than functors, saturated anafunctors, the ones we really want because of the requirement (*), are a special class within anafunctors, almost disjoint from that of functors; I am not aware in the literature of a mention of the property of saturation, under any name.
To introduce this concept, let F : X-^A, X E O6(X), A E O6(A) and s E \F\(X,A), t E \F\(X,B). Then we have / = F, tt (lχ) ' A -* J5, and g -Ft t8 (lχ) : B ->• A, and the laws easily imply that / and g are inverses of each other; (/, g) is an isomorphism. Thus, we see that any two possible values of F at an object X,A and B here, are isomorphic. Now, forget t but keep the other data; and take an arbitrary isomorphism / : A->B. F is saturated if there is a unique t £ \F\ (X,B) such that / = F 5)t (lχ), for all choices of the parameters X, A, B and s involved.
I regard this condition as the correct rendering of the Principle of Isomorphism, for the notion of (ana)functor. The principle expresses that if we have one possible value of F(X), and we change it by a specific isomorphism to another object, then the new object is also a possible value of F(X), by a uniquely determined specification. We see again that the Principle of Isomorphism in its general form by itself is only the tip of an iceberg. Simply requiring of an anafunctor that for a fixed argument-object, being a possible value-object be invariant under isomorphism, although logically possible, would clearly not give a good notion.
Let me mention that, as a consequence of the definition, we can see that in a saturated anafunctor one can also change the argument-object along an isomorphism, with keeping the value-object fixed.
To illustrate the effect of anafunctors, consider a category C with binary products. In category theory, we want to consider the product functor
Of course, we do not have, in general, a well-defined product X x Y] we only have the notion of product diagram, given by a universal (extremal) property: certain diagrams of the shape (1) qualify as products, and there is at least one such for any X and Y. This is the point where one uses "global choice", and one picks a particular product-object Z, and projections p and g, and call them X x Y, πχ t γ and π' χ γ , respectively. Having made these choices, the definition of P is natural. It is also true that it does not matter how we make the choices, since the resulting functors are all isomorphic (by natural transformations). The fact remains, however, that we need Choice to define P. On the other hand, we have the anafunctor, also called P, defined as follows: P : C x C -^ C :
» </)) -the unique h for which P is in fact a saturated anafunctor.
One defines natural transformations of anafunctors. For fixed categories X and A, anafunctors X -^-> A and their natural transformations form a category Anα(X,A). Every F : X ->• A is canonically isomorphic in Aπα(X, A) to a saturated anafunctor F#; saturated anafunctors are enough. Every ordinary functor is an anafunctor in an obvious way; and by using Choice, but not without it, every anafunctor is isomorphic to a functor. (This is a way of putting what Kelly was after; note however that for stating this we need the notion of natural isomorphism of anafunctors, which Kelly did not consider.) In section 10, we will define F& for an ordinary functor F.
In [M2] , "basic category theory" is redone with using (saturated) anafunctors in place of functors. For instance, one obtains a bicategory (see the next section) SanaCat of categories, saturated anafunctors, and their natural transformations; under the Global Axiom of Choice, SanaCat is biequivalent to Cat, the classical 2-category of categories.
2-dimensional categories
Abstracting from categories, functors and natural transformations, together with the basic operations on them, leads to the concept of 2-category; see [ML] . In a 2-category A, we have three kinds of entities: objects (0-cells) A,B, arrows (1-cells) We require that composition be associative; in particular, in the situation we have
H(GF) = (HG)F.
(To complete the definition of "2-category" , certain stipulations on identity arrows need to be added only.)
In [Be] , the concept of bicategory is introduced. As Benabou demonstrated, bicategories occur naturally at many points of Category Theory; in particular, the concept of (not necessarily strict) monoidal (or tensor) category (see [ML] ) is the same as a one-object bicategory. The concept of bicategory can be seen as the result of replacing equalities of objects in a category by canonical (structural) isomorphisms, a move in the direction of SFAM. In particular, one way a bicategory differs from a 2-category is that, in place of the required equality (3), in which H(GF) and (HG)F are objects of the category *4(A,D), we take up, as part of the structure, an isomorphism 2-cell an isomorphism in the category «4(A,D). The complete definition of "bicategory" requires further canonical isomorphisms, and also, the so-called coherence conditions that connect, e.g., various instances of ce-^-^.
As it was mentioned at the end of the last section, when, working in ordinary Set Theory, we replace functors by (saturated) anafunctors, and make the necessary other adjustments, we obtain from Cat a bicategory AnaCat (SanaCat). In particular, now we do not get a 2-category.
Just like Set spawns a large class of other categories of set-based structures, so does Cat give rise to 2-categories, and bicategories, of structured categories. In [S] , we find the view that, similarly to the need for the theory of categories in General Algebra that treats of set-based structures, the algebra of structured categories should be based on the theory of bicategories. In the work of the 168 Australian School (G. M. Kelly, R. Street, and others), we find a realization of this idea.
In any bicategory, in particular, in any 2-category, there is a notion of equivalence (of 0-cells), a higher-dimensional analog of isomorphism in a category. For 0-cells A,B, an equivalence of A and B is a quadruple (F,G,i,j) as in
We write (F,G,i,j) : A ~ B. A 1-cell F is called an equivalence (arrow) if it can be extended to an equivalence (F, G, i, j) . Similarly for the pair (F, G) being an equivalence. A and B are equivalent, in symbols A ~ B, if there is an equivalence of them.
The usual concept of equivalence of categories is that of equivalence in Cat. It is generally recognized, in exact analogy to sets and set-based structures in relation to the notion of isomorphism, that the "right notion" of "equality" for categories, resp. category-based structures is equivalence of categories, resp. equivalence in the corresponding bicategory. This principle acts, again, in two different ways. First, as the constraint on properties of objects in a bicategory, which we may call the Principle of Equivalence, asserting that any (meaningful) property of an object in a bicategory is invariant under equivalence.
Secondly, as the experience that usually, especially in "serious" representation theorems, one gets that a given category can be represented in a certain desired way up to equivalence, but not up to isomorphism.
It is obvious that for the purposes of SFAM, the concept of bicategory requires a (further) modification: the composition functors (3) have to be replaced by (saturated) anafunctors, and a similar, more minor change, is needed with respect to the identity 1-cells. The resulting (saturated) anabicategories are worked out in [M2] .
By making certain "arbitrary" choices, any anabicategory can be reduced to a bicategory; and vice versa, there is a canonical process of saturating any anabicategory, in particular, any bicategory. Thus, in the presence of the Global Axiom of Choice, saturated anabicategories are essentially "equivalent" (in fact, also in a technical sense, (bi)equivalent) to bicategories.
It is instructive to see the definition of the monoidal category, that is, one-object bicategory, of ^-modules, for R any commutative ring, and compare it with its saturated an aversion. The latter can be defined directly, by appropriately modifying the usual definition. In fact, the modifications are seen to consist in eliminating all arbitrary choices the usual definition has to make (see [ML] ). 
Higher dimensional categories
The foregoing strongly suggests that there should be an infinite hierarchy of "ndimensional categories", for n = 0,1, 2, , such that n-dimensional categories "form" (are the objects of) an n+1-dimensional category. We have discussed this hierarchy for n = 0 ('set'), 1 ('category') and 2, in which case several concepts have been advanced, with the final suggestion that from the point of view of SFAM, 'saturated anabicategory' should be the right one.
Let me emphasize that from the point of view of SFAM, the said hierarchy is one of ever increasing generality. For example, every set is, or gives rise to, a category, namely the discrete category with objects the elements of the set, and only identity arrows. On the other hand, a category does not give rise to a set; the totality of objects is not a set; it is not provided, by the data of the category, with an equality predicate. More strongly, from the point of view of SFAM, a category is not an ordinary, "set-based" structure. This can be seen from the fact that the structural identity relation for categories is not isomorphism, but something else, namely equivalence of categories.
The notion of n-category, the direct analog of 2-category for arbitrary n, is rather clear. In fact, we have the general theory of enriched categories [K2] ; and, recursively, an n -f 1-category is a category enriched in the (ordinary) category of n-categories.
The case of the hierarchy continuing the concept of bicategory, which, following [BD1], we will call weak n-category, is quite a different story; in fact, no definition of "weak n-category" has gained general acceptance yet (however, see below for some good news in this regard). The general idea of what a weak n-category should be is reasonably clear: one should "weaken" the definition of n-category, by replacing all equalities by "canonical" arrows: arrows that are part of the structure. The difficulty is in giving explicitly the so-called "coherence conditions" the canonical arrows should satisfy. In [BD1] we read: "It is clear that new ideas are needed to do so without a combinatorial explosion, since already the explicit definition of a tricategory [in [GPS] ] takes six pages, and that of a triequivalence 13 pages!".
Let us note that the present high interest in weak n-categories, and in higher dimensional category theory in general, is driven mainly by actual and potential applications in topology, theoretical physics, and in particular, quantum groups; it has relatively little to do with the foundational concerns of the present paper. See [BD1] .
Upon contemplation, one sees, already for n -2 that the "real" definition of bicategory is not the official one, but rather one that stipulates "all coherence conditions" at once, i.e. (roughly) that "all diagrams" built, in the "free" or "generic" case, from instances of the associativity isomorphisms and other canonical isomorphisms should commute. It is an important coherence theorem (due to S. Mac Lane, formulated for the one-object case, that is, for monoidal categories; see [ML] ) that this stronger condition is a consequence of the official definition, which is thus nothing but a finite (equational) axiomatization of the totality of all coherence conditions. This suggests that, possibly, the right approach to the definition of weak ncategory is to aim at formulating all coherence conditions at once, regardless the fact that this might give a very "theoretical" definition. It would then be a separate, and still very important, project to find a (hopefully) finite and concise set of coherence conditions that would be enough to imply all coherence conditions. J. Baez and J. Dolan have produced a very interesting definition of "weak ncategory" [BD2] . The similarity type of the Baez/Dolan n-category is radically larger than the usual one. In the usual n-categories, the domain and codomain of a k + 1-cell are both k-cells; in a Baez/Dolan n-category, there are k + 1-cells whose domains are arbitrary "pasting diagrams" of Ar-cells, not the composites of the latter. In addition, the coherence conditions are replaced, and the combinatorial complexity eliminated, by the requirement of the existence of cells satisfying certain universal properties (this phenomenon is well-known from Grothendieck's concept of fibration, relative to the concept of pseudo-functor; see [SGA1]).
The Baez/Dolan definition for n = 2 can be shown to be closely related to the concept of "saturated anabicategory" mentioned above. However, Baez and Dolan do not use the an a-versions of morphisms, in particular, of "functor".
As I mentioned in the introduction, the Baez/Dolan definition is only a beginning, albeit a very promising one. Among others, the definition of the Baez/Dolan n + 1-category of all n-categories is still missing. I believe that thinking in the spirit of anafunctors will help give the latter definition.
Dependent types
Dependent types are familiar from [M-L] and [C] ; there is a further extensive literature of them. Their use for first-order logic seems to be new, however. First Order Logic with Dependent Sorts (FOLDS; I use "sort" in place of "type") is a variant of ordinary First Order Logic (FOL); the basic metatheory of FOLDS is an extension (generalization) of that of FOL.
A similarity type, or vocabulary, for FOLDS is a one-way category, a small category L is one-way if it has the following two properties:
(i) L has finite fan-out: for any K G L, there are only finitely many arrows with domain equal to K.
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(ii) L is reverse well-founded: there is no infinite sequence <K n -^» An of composable proper (non-identity) arrows (/ n ^ lκ n )
Immediate consequences of the definition are the following:
(iii) L is skeletal: any two isomorphic objects are identical; (iv) the only arrow from an object to itself is the identity; and in fact, as a consequence of (iii) and (iv), (v) L has no circuit of positive finite length consisting of proper arrows; there is no <K n -^»/i n +ι> n< jv with TV £ N, K N = K Q , and f n ^ lχ n (n < N).
It is easy to see that a small category is one-way iff it satisfies (i) and (v); and if the category is finite, then it is one-way iff it satisfies (iii) and (iv).
If L is a one-way category, the set Ob(L) of objects is partitioned as in into non-empty levels L, , for i < I, ί the height of L, ί < ω, such that LQ consist of the objects A for which there is no proper arrow with domain A, and such that, for i > 0, L; consists of those objects A for which all proper arrows A -> B have B £ L<; = I) Lj, and there is at least one proper arrow A -> • B with j<i B G L, _I. All proper arrows go from a level to a lower level. Of course, the height of a finite one-way category is finite.
For L a one-way category, an L-structure is a functor L -> Set.
There is a way of introducing FOLDS that follows Martin-Lδf 's idea of dependent types closely, without any preconceptions about similarity types; this is then seen to lead precisely to the notion of similarity type we just introduced without prior motivation (see [M3] ).
The recognition of role of finite one-way categories in syntax is due to F. W. Lawvere, who pointed out their role in connection with the sketch-syntax of [Ml] . Their role in FOLDS is related to their role in the sketch-syntax. I should note that the use of infinite one-way categories, in the sense used here, is essential (see below). Here is an example for a FOLDS similarity type, called L cαt :
The proper arrows of L cat are the arrows shown, and their composites; the equalities shown identify some of these composites.
Note that any small category C gives rise to an L cα £-structure Of course, not every L cαί -structure is a category. On the other hand, for two categories construed as L cα j-structures, a natural transformation from one to the other is precisely the same as a functor from one category to the other.
Let L be a one-way category; we fix L for a while. The objects of L are called kinds. Let us write K p for dom(p)(p £ Arr(L)). We use the notation K\L for the set of all proper arrows p : K -> K p with domain K. The set K\L will figure as the arity of the symbol K. In particular, the ones with empty arity are exactly the level-0 kinds.
We are going to define what sorts are, and what variables of a given sort are; we will write x : X to denote that the variable x is of sort X. Every sort will be of the form K(<x p > peK \ι,), with K a kind (the displayed sort is then said to be o/the kind K), with variables x p indexed by the elements p of the arity K\L of K', additional conditions will have to be satisfied. Let k G N, and suppose we have defined sorts of kinds on levels less than Ar, and variables of such sorts. For every sort X -K(<x p > P εκ\ι) thus specified, we declare certain symbols as variables of sort X\ the only important things about this declaration are that (i) variables of sort X have to be new, so that every variable uniquely determines its own sort, and that (ii) there are enough (infinitely many) variables of each sort.
Note that every variable "carries" its own sort with it. This is in contrast with the practice of most of the relevant literature (see e.g. [C] ), where variables are "locally" declared to be of certain definite sorts, but by themselves, they do not carry sort information. A sort of the kind T will have the form T(X, Y, Z,'/, ^, Λ); applying the condition in the definition with p -t\, we get that / : A(X,Y) must be the case. In summary, the variables in T (X, Y, Z, /, g, h) have to line up as in
We define formulas φ and the set Var(φ) of the free variables of φ by a simultaneous induction.
The symbols t ("true"), f ("false") are formulas; Vαr(t) = Var(f) = 0.
The sentential connectives Λ, V, ->,-«,<-> can be applied in an unlimited manner; Var( } for the compound formulas formed using connectives is defined in the expected way; e.g.,
Suppose φ is a formula, x is a variable such that there is no y E Var(φ) with x E Dep(y). Suppose x : X. Then MX : X.φ, 3x : X.φ are formulas;
All formulas are obtained as described.
Here is an example of a sentence (formula without free variables) over L cα £:
VX : O.Vy : O.VZ : O.V/ : A(X, Y).Vg : A(Y, Z)3h : A(X, Z)3t : T(X, Y, Z, f, g, h).t
The sentence, referred to below as (2), The interpretation of formulas Vx : X.ψ, 3x : X.*0 will be according to the readings "for all x in X, ^", and "there is x in X such that ΐ/>". Thus, quantification in FOLDS is a relativized quantification. Here, the sort X is interpreted as a set according to what was said above. For the precise clause, we need a bit more notation. 
This completes the definition of the standard, Set-valued semantics of FOLDS.
As usual, we also write
Returning to the example of L cαί , the reader will easily write down all axioms for "category" in the form of sentences over L cαί ; the sentence (2) above is an example. Let us call the resulting finite set of sentences Σ cαt . Since equality is not treated as "logical", Σ cα t includes axioms concerning equality, the kind E. It will almost, but not quite, be the case that an L cαί -structure M satisfies Σ ca t iff it is of the form M = M [C] for a category C; for explanation, see below.
Formal systems
FOLDS may be regarded as a restricted form of ordinary first order logic. Given a one-way category L, we may consider the multi-sorted first order language with sorts the objects of L, with unary sorted operation symbols the arrows of L, and with equality predicates, one for each sort; let us refer to this language as First Order Logic (FOL) over L. The formulas of FOLDS over L can obviously be translated into FOL over L. This consideration will immediately imply the fact that the compactness theorem, a kind of abstract completeness, holds for FOLDS.
We have completeness theorems of appropriate formal systems for FOLDS. Completeness is stronger than compactness; it is also essential for the purpose of adopting FOLDS as a language for an axiomatic system.
We have the classical and the intuitionistic versions of FOLDS. The third version, coherent logic, is a proper part of both classical and intuitionistic logic. Categorical logic, mainly in the pioneering work of Andre Joyal, has shown the fundamental theoretical role of coherent logic in relation to both classical and intuitionistic logic, for example, in connection with completeness theorems (see [MR1] ). The coherent fragment of FOLDS continues to play a basic role.
In [M3] , I worked out the completeness theorems for systems in a format following [LS] . This format is the one that fits best a categorical framework for the metatheory of FOLDS.
The Lambek-style system employ entailments. An entailment is an entity of the form 0 =ί> σ, with θ and σ formulas, and X a context such that Var(θ)\J Var(σ) C X . The intended meaning of the entailment θ => σ is that of MX(Θ -) • σ), where x VX is the string of universal quantifiers MX, with x ranging over all x £ X in an appropriate order. The formal system consists of rules of inference, in any instance of which zero, one or two entailments, the premisses, yield another, the conclusion. (The inference rules with zero premisses are axiom schemes.) We have systems for each of coherent, intuitionistic and classical logic. We are not going to describe the systems in full; all the less since they present no surprises in comparison to ordinary first order logic; see [M3] for the details. The most characteristic rules are the quantifier rules; the ones for the universal quantifier are as follows:
The display contains two rules: one is the upper entailment implying the lower one, the other vice versa. The upper entailment is assumed to be well-formed; in particular, X and ΛΊJ{x} are both contexts, and Var(σ) is a subset of ΛΌ{x}; also x £ X. It is interesting to note that these facts imply that Vx : X.σ is well-formed.
A theory T in FOLDS is a pair T -(L,I7), where L is a one-way category, and Σ is a set of "axiom" entailments over L. For an entailment a over L, we write T h α, and say that α is deducible from T, if α can be obtained from the axioms in Σ by repeated use of the rules of inference. On the other hand, T | = a if every (ordinary, set-valued) model of T is a model of α according to the intended meaning of entailments.
The (Gόdel) completeness theorems for the coherent fragment, and for classical version, of FOLDS say that T h α and T \= a are equivalent, for any T and a within the respective logic. Completeness for the classical system is a consequence of that for the coherent fragment, just like for ordinary first-order logic (see [MR1] ).
Besides the classical, intuitionistic and coherent versions of FOLDS, there is a fourth that is important: this is the regular fragment. In this, the only formulas (regular formulas) are the ones built of t, Λ and 3. Regular entailments are θ =ϊ σ for regular formulas θ, σ.A regular theory is one whose axioms are regular x entailments. The regular fragment of FOLDS is the one which comes closest to the essentially algebraic fragment [Co] of first order logic, which has 3 restricted to the unique existential quantifier. In FOLDS, the uniqueness condition for Ξ is inappropriate in most situations, because of the lack of equality. All the significant types of categorical structure are axiomatized in the regular fragment, provided we employ the appropriate similarity type. For instance, the concept of "category with binary product" can be axiomatized in FOLDS over L cαί , although not in regular FOLDS. But if we add a new kind to L cαί , one for product diagrams, with appropriate arrows, the concept becomes axiomatizable in regular FOLDS. Regular FOLDS is closely related to sketch-syntax of [Ml] .
Completeness theorems for intuitionistic logic employ "non-standard" semantics. For any category S, the concept of S-valued L-structure is automatically available, in the form of functors L -» S. In order for this concept to be of value, S needs to have a certain amount of structure; the minimum is S being a regular category (see [B] ). In applications, S is usually much more than regular. For the modeling of intuitionistic logic, S is taken to be a Grothendieck topos. In particular, for Kripke-style modeling, S is a category of the form Set c , for some small category (e.g., a poset). For modeling in //-valued sets, for H a complete Hey ting algebra, S is the topos of H-valued sets, or equivalently, the topos of sheaves over H.
S-valued semantics uses the interpretation of formulas in FOLDS in the category S. This is based on the available structure of S; if S is a topos, all of FOLDS can be interpreted in S. This interpretation will be fairly clear to readers familiar with categorical semantics; see e.g. [MR1] .
For the model theory of intuitionistic FOLDS, and indeed, for the metatheory of FOLDS in general, including the proof of the Gδdel completeness theorems, it is good to put FOLDS into a framework of fibrations (see [Gr] , [M7] ). A theory in FOLDS becomes a quantificational fibration with a base category having finite limits (a terminal object, and pullbacks), with a class of distinguished arrows in the base category stable under pullback, with an appropriate structure in the fibers (corresponding to the prepositional connectives), and with quantification along the distinguished arrows only in the form of adjoints to substitutionfunctors between the fibers. Upon the said identification of theories with certain categorical structures (fibrations), an interpretation of one theory in another, and models of theories in a category S, become morphisms of the appropriate categorical structures (we associate with the category S a fibration in a standard way; see [M7] ).
The said fibrational framework represents a generalization of FOLDS, with the result that the general theory can be applied to other things, notably the concept of bisimulation in theoretical computer science.
Equivalence in FOLDS
The main pont about FOLDS is that it comes with an appropriate notion of structural equality. M [K] in which X is a pullback with projections π and π', the arrow p is surjective, that is, a regular epimorphism (one says for this that the outside rectangle is a quasi-pullback). 
Let us take the example of the similarity type L of one-sorted relational structures (essentially, the only one that standard model theory deals with). L can be construed as a one-way category L with two levels, on the bottom level a single object, the "sort", and on level-1 the relation symbols, with a symbol for the equality relation added. From each relation symbol of arity Ar, there are k arrows to the sort. Clearly, each L-structure can be construed as an L-structure, although the correspondence is not bijective; the L-structures correspond to Lstructures in which the level-1 fibers are either empty or singletons, and in which the equality is real equality. Now, the point is that, for L-structures coming from L-structures, relational L-equivalences are the same as isomorphisms in the usual sense.
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In the clause (ii), there is a formal resemblance to the "back-and-forth" systems for equivalence in the logic L OQω \ see, e.g. [Ba] . As the previous paragraph shows, when we look at the simplest case, the notion of relational equivalence is not at all Looω-equivalence; it is ordinary isomorphism. Nevertheless, the resemblance does lead to a unified view of back and forth properties and FOLDS equivalence, and to an interesting group of facts about infinitary first order logic with dependent sorts; see [M3] .
Another concept one is reminded of by the above is the notion of bisimulation in theoretical computer science; see [MPW] . This connection is genuine. The more general version of the basic theory, with the quantificational fibrations at the basis, yields as special cases of FOLDS equivalence some of the concepts of bisimulation treated in the literature. In this context, the language of FOLDS is seen to generalize the Henessy-Milner language associated to bisimulation.
If two Set-valued L-structures are L-equivalent, then there is a relational equivalence between them. The proof of this uses Choice, which indicates that the concept of relational equivalence is not optimal. Indeed, it does not work when we pass to S-structures for more general S. In fact, it does not work even in the Set-valued case when we want to keep track of individual elements in the structures under the equivalence.
Let us consider the case L -L cαί . At the end of section 8, we mentioned the theory T cat = (L cαί , Σ cat ) whose models are almost the same as categories. The fact is that every model M of T cat is L-equivalent to M [C] for a category C.
The construction of C involves cutting down every non-empty level-2 fiber in M to a singleton, and taking appropriate equivalence classes of equivalence relations induced by E. Indeed, the underlying facts here apply to general FOLDS similarity types. Since L-equivalence is treated as the structural equality for L-structures, it is fair to say that T cat axiomatizes the notion of category.
From now on, we will write C for M [C] as well; the context will clarify any potential ambiguity.
We have that, for categories C and D, L-equivalence coincides with ordinary equivalence of categories:
The construction from an ordinary equivalence to an L-equivalence is a canonical one; it uses the anafunctor-saturation (see section 5) of the functors involved. In fact, it suffices to have a single equivalence functor F : C ->• D, with the properties that it is fully faithful (induces bijections C(C,C") -> Ό(FC,FC')), and surjective on objects up to isomorphism; the saturation of F will yield an Inequivalence. Conversely, an L-equivalence gives rise to a categorical equivalence by the use of the axiom of choice.
The case of more complicated categorical concepts is more interesting; a passage to the ana-concepts is involved.
The simplest such structures are the "free-living" functors; two categories connected by a functor. The most well-known type of such a structure is fibration. In [MR2] , G.E. Reyes and the author have invesitgated "free-living" functors with properties derived from universal properties as a basis for categorical formulations of versions of intuitionistic and modal logics; these "modal categories" (actually, functors) are not fibrations in general.
There is a concept of equivalence of functors as follow: F : X ->• A and G : Y ->• B are equivalent, in notation F ~ G, if there are equivalence-functors EQ , E\ and an isomorphism e as in the diagram G This notion is the combination of (the least equivalence relation containing) isomorphism of parallel functors, and equivalence of categories. In several places in the literature, it is recognized that this is the "right" notion of equivalence for functors. An early example of this is Kelly's paper [K] quoted before. When one has a theorem to the effect that a free-living functor of a certain kind can be presented, or constructed, in a certain way, then one expects that the result will be only equivalent to the original. This is the case when the theorem needs noncanonical choices in its proof. An example for this is the Uniform Sketchability Theorem of [MP] .
The properties appearing in [MR2] of functors are all invariant under equivalence. The concept of fibration is not invariant under equivalence; however, restricted to fibrations, the additional properties of fibrations usually considered are.
The FOLDS similarity type to be considered in connection with functors is the following one-way category Lf un :
Here, we have two copies of L cαί ; the rest is subject to the following equalities:
Every free-living functor is, in a natural way, a functor L/ wn -> Set . For instance, O and A are interpreted as the graphs of the object-function and the arrow function of the given functor. Now, we do not have the fact that the equivalences in the usual categorical sense and the FOLDS sense are the same as in the case of categories. However, every functor F : X -> • A gives rise to the saturated anafunctor F& : X -ϊ A mentioned at the end of section 5. F # is also an L/ un -structure. F# interprets the two copies of L ca t in L/ un just as F does. (X, A, μ) F^1 A] and
In other words, \F#\(X, A) -Iso(FX,A) = {μ G hom(FX, A) : μ is iso}, and, with the notation used for F#(A), F μ^( f) = g determined by the commutative square. The displayed item in F#(A) is mapped to / by F#(αo), and to g by F#(αι). One can prove (using the Axiom of Choice) that the saturated anafunctors are, up to isomorphism as L-structures, the same as the F# for functors F. Now, the main fact is that with L = L/ un , for any functors F and G,
We may look at this fact as saying that the passage to the saturation "straightens out" the somewhat ad hoc notion of equivalence for functors into something that follows a general logical pattern.
There is a similar situation in the case of the notion of bicategory. We have the notion of biequivalence of bicategories, the recognized "correct" notion of structural equality for bicategories; we write A ~ B for the biequivalence of bicategories ^4, B. We have particular finite one-way category libicat (having four levels, rather than three as in the previous two examples) so that a bicategory may be naturally considered as a Lfo cα r structure. For every bicategory A, we have a particular anabicategory A# , the saturation of A -A# is obtained by saturating the composition functors, and the identities (as functors from 1, the terminal category), and by other necessary adjustments. A& is also an "Lbicar structure. The basic fact it:
The verification of the facts (2), (3), (4), though by no means difficult, consist in increasingly complex calculations. I believe that they are all special cases of a (future) general result on categorical structures of arbitrary dimension. In this, each structure in question is presented in the form of an L-structure, for a specific one-way category L. The categorical consideration provides one notion of equivalence, based on the morphisms, natural transformations, etc., in arbitrary dimensions connected to the original concept. The other notion of equivalence is that of L-equivalence. The would-be theorem is that the two coincide. Here, of course we mean that the two relations of equivalence coincide; the fuller notions, the two concepts of equivalence-carriers will have a more complex relation to each other.
I now have, for any fixed n £ TV, a presentation of the Baez/Dolan n-categories as L n -structures for a particular (infinite) one-way category L n . Baez and Dolan themselves provided a notion of equivalence of n-categories. I am confident that it will turn out that the Baez/Dolan n-equi valence, and L n -equivalence coincide, although I still have to do the calculations for this.
Using L-equivalence for L = L n and also for another, unspecified, FOLDS signature L, I can give a precise formulation to the conjecture that the Baez-Dolan notion of n-category is "essentially finite" , in the sense that by one can change the signature L n to a finite FOLDS signature, with the concept of n-category remaining the same "up to equivalence" . (Var(θ) C X). The proof of this is a straightforward verification, by induction on the complexity of θ.
In variance under L-equivalence
The generalization of this fact for intuitionistic logic, and for interpretations in a category suitable for intuitionistic logic ("Heyting category": see [MR2] ) is, somewhat surprisingly, also true (the clause for Ξ is the natural one to show directly; in classical logic, the one for V is a consequence since V is expressible in terms of 5; in the intuitionistic case, V is not expressible in terms of 5).
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We have a converse of this fact. Let φ be a formula of FOL over L (see beginning of section 9); assume that the variables of φ are among the ones in X, a context of FOLDS over L (a variable of sort X -K(-) in FOLDS is understood, when in FOL over L, to be a variable of sort K). Let S be any theory in FOL over L. Then, if φ is invariant under L-equivalence for models of 5: This result is a special case of the Invariance Theorem stated below. Applied to L cα t, it together with the relation 10.(2), implies P.Freyd's theorem [F] characterizing first order formulas of category theory that are invariant under equivalence of categories.
To obtain similar results for more complex categorical structures, a stronger form of the Invariance Theorem is needed. To state it, we need the concept of an interpretation of a theory T = (L,I7) in FOLDS in an ordinary first order theory S.
For the sake of definiteness, we restrict ourselves to classical FOLDS (the case of intuitionistic logic is also relevant). There is a "conceptual category" [S] associated with S, made up of formulas of S. See [MR1] . An interpretation of T in 5 is a functor L -> [5] , that is, on [S] -valued structure which is a model of T, one that makes all axioms in Σ true.
There are two things lacking for this description to be an explicit definition. One is the S-valued semantics, already mentioned at the end of section 8; the other is the definition of the particular S = [S] .
Another way of giving the definition would proceed by associating an appropriate quantificational fibration (mentioned in section 9) with T, and one with S too, and defining interpretation as the direct notion of structure-preserving morphism from one to the other.
However, the concept of an interpretation / : T -»• S of T in 5 is, we claim, intuitively clear. It is given by imitating the definition of "Set-valued model of T", and replacing in that definition sets and functions by ^-definable sets and 5-definable functions between the latter. Each object K G L is mapped by / to an abstract definable set [x : <£>(x)] (read "the set of x such that y>"), where φ is a formula of 5, and x is a finite tuple of variables containing all the free variables of φ. If A" is mapped to [x : <£>(x)], K' to [y : ^(y)], x and y are disjoint tuples, an arrow / : K ->• K' is mapped to an abstract definable function <x ι-> y : 0(x,y)> (read " the function that maps x to y determined by the condition 0(x,y)"); of course, it has to be provable in the theory S that the said prescription is indeed a function defined on [x : <£>(x)], with range contained in [y : Ψ(y)] Further, the composition law of the category L has to be respected: every time gf -h in L, it has to be provable in 5 that the "composite" of the definable functions corresponding to / and g is equal, in the sense of provability in S, to that corresponding to h. Finally, under the mapping described, formulas over L acquire meanings that are formulas over L\ it is required that, in the sense of provability, the axioms of T become true in 5.
Given any interpretation / : T -> 5 as described, there is associated, with any model M of 5, a model MI of T. With / construed as a functor I : L ->• [S] , and M as a functor [S] The proof of the Invariance Theorem uses standard tools of model theory [CK] .
As an application, we can, e.g., characterize the first-order sentences that may The full form of the Invariance Theorem refers to formulas with free variables rather than sentences.
The Invariance Theorem is, essentially, a preservation theorem in the sense of [CK] , and as such, it can be construed as a purely syntactic result. Regarded purely syntactically, it then has a natural version for intuitionistic logic. The latter is easily translated into an equivalent semantical version, with reference to Kripke's semantics for intuitionistic logic. [M3] establishes the intuitionistic form the Invariance Theorem.
